0. Introduction. The existence of resolutions of singularities of algebraic varieties defined over fields of characteristic zero has been proved by Hironaka [2] ; for algebraic varieties defined over fields of characteristic />#0, the existence of resolutions is known only for varieties of dimension 2 (for all p) and dimension 3 (for /?#2, 3, 5) . In this paper we use Hironaka's Theorem and techniques of ultraproducts to obtain a partial answer to this question, namely a result which (roughly) asserts the existence for all but a finite number of primes of resolutions of singularities of varieties defined over fields of prime characteristic, where the exceptional set of primes depends on certain numerical parameters of the varieties. In particular, we prove the following (where "nonsingular" means "smooth" in Grothendieck's terminology) Theorem A. For any pair (n, d) of positive integers there exists a finite set P0(n, d) of primes, and positive integers t', n', d' such that if X is any projective F-variety satisfying:
(1) characteristic of F is not in P0(n, d); and (2) X can be embedded in projective n-space, as a subvariety of degree d; then there exists a finite sequence of monoidal transformations of F-varieties rr, : X¡ + y -> Xh 0 SI < t, such that t S t', X0 = X, Xt is nonsingular, andsatisfying for all I : (3) the center o/w,, say Y¡, is nonsingular; (4) Yi contains no nonsingular points of X¡ ; and (5) Xi can be embedded in projective ri-space as a subvariety of degree S d' (Here and throughout this paper the geometric terms are defined as in Weil [12] or Lang [7] unless otherwise specified. We recall that, by definition, an F-variety is irreducible over F but not necessarily absolutely irreducible, and nonsingularity means the Jacobian criterion is satisfied, which in finite characteristic is a stronger condition than regularity. We review the definition of monoidal transformation in §4.)
We remark that there are projective F-varieties which are not birationally equivalent to any nonsingular F-variety (see [13] ). In one sense therefore Theorem A is a strongest possible result. But, of course, it is not known if every projective variety is birationally equivalent to a regular variety, and in this sense the resolution of singularities may hold for all primes.
We also obtain a true theorem-which we call Theorem A'-if we replace (2) by:
The maximum of the dimensions of the Zariski tangent spaces to V at points of V=n; and the minimal embedding degree of V=d;
and if we also change (5) analogously. Moreover in Theorem A' we require F to be infinite. Theorem A' follows from Theorem A by an application of the embedding theorem for projective varieties [8] .
The most general-but least geometric-formulation of our result is Theorem 4.2 of §4. Theorem 4.2 is stated for arbitrary abstract varieties and involves the parameter of bounded type, which is introduced in §1. In § §2-4 we define and study the properties of the algebraic construction which is the basis of our proof, namely, the ultraproduct of a family of varieties of bounded type. In §4 we prove Theorem 4.2 and derive Theorem A from it by interpreting the parameter of bounded type in more geometric terms.
Finally we remark that the proof we give of Theorem 4.2 is purely algebraic, using ultraproducts, but we could also give another version using the Compactness Theorem of logic; in that version our auxiliary results about relations between certain properties of ultraproducts and of their components would be translated into results that assert that certain properties are expressible as elementary statements in the language of fields.
1. Ideals and varieties of bounded type. Throughout the paper / denotes an arbitrary (index) set and /' an element of /. The indexing of a collection by / employs the superscript i. F and F' will always denote fields. Xn] generated by polynomials of degree Sq, then the radical \/A of A is generated by polynomials of degree Sm(q, n).
(Hermann shows how, given the ideal A, to construct "in a finite number of steps" a set of generators for y/A. An analysis of Hermann's proof demonstrates the existence of the bound m(q, n). See also Kleiman [3] for another proof.) Proof. Suppose that X* is of bounded type n for every i e /; so n' S n and we may assume A"sPn, for all i el. Now if r' = dim X1 (<n) and the ideal of X* is generated by polynomials fi( Y0,..., Yn),...,/,( Y0,..., Yn), then d*(r*+1) = degree of the defining equation 4> of the hyperplane Ss Pm (m = n(rl + 1 )), where S is the projection on the second factor of the subvariety of Pn x Pm defined by the equations: fk(Y0,...,Yn) = 0, k = l,...,s, 7^,7,-0, j = 0,...,r\
(See van der Waerden [11, pp. 156f].) Thus <p(X) may be computed from this system of equations by eliminating the variables YQ,..., Yn and hence there is an integer ri depending only on n such that deg ^(X) Sn'. So let A= max {n, n'/n}. Conversely suppose n' and d' are bounded above by N for all /'. Then an inspection of the procedure in van der Waerden [11, §37] for obtaining a set of equations for X' from the associated form for X1, shows that the set of equations is bounded in degree by a function of nl and dK This set of equations may not generate the radical ideal of X\ but we can apply Theorem 1.3 to conclude the proof. Kochen [4] .) Given families of polynomials, ideals, or varieties defined over the F\ and of bounded type, we shall define their ultraproducts, which will be defined over F*.
2.1 Definition. Suppose that /' e F*[Xx.ÄV] such that there exists n e Z>0 with n'¿n and deg/'gn for all i e I. Write /<= 2ciu>xbn*---n« = 2<»x'ñ where J={(j) = (j\,.. .,jn) \jk e Zi0Vk; SUiÁ-S»}-Then the ultraproduct of the f' with respect to D, denoted/*, or more explicitly (/')*» is defined to be the polynomial /*= 2 c\%X{iX!?---Xl*-Jicx%X«> where c*, is the element of F* represented by (c\f)) e flie; Ff.
2.2. It follows immediately from the definition of the ultraproducts of fields that if xlx,...,xn are elements of F' and x* = the image of (xf) in F*, then /*(x*,..., x*)=0 ofXx'x,..., 4) = 0 for i in a set of D.
(When a property such as the above holds for /' in a set of D we shall say that it holds "for almost all / (w.r.t.D)" or "almost everywhere (w.r.t.D)". This language is inspired by the correspondence between ultrafilters and finitely-additive measures on / which take only the values 0 and 1 (cf. [4, §3] ).) 2.3 Definition. If A'^FXXx, ■ ■ -, Xn'], i el, is a family of ideals of bounded type, then there exists a unique ne Z>0 such that w' = « for all i in some set S e D.
Then we define the ultraproduct of the ideals A' with respect to D to be the ideal A* = (A%£:F*[Xx,..., Xn] which is generated by the ultraproducts,/x*,.. .,/* of a set of generators, f{,...,/' of the A1, i e S. Note that by the definition of bounded type we may choose the generators fx,...,/' to be of bounded degree and cardinality for all / e 5. The proof that A* is well defined is a consequence of the observation that any relation of the type g = 2y=i hjfj may be regarded as a finite set of relations on the coefficients of the polynomials g, h¡, and /, and of the following fact due to J. König ([5] ; see also 2.6 Theorem. Let A*, A* be as in 2.3. Then A* is a radical ideal (respectively: has prime radical; is prime) o A' is radical (resp. has prime radical; is prime) for almost all i (w.r.t.D).
Proof. The result for radical ideals is a consequence of 1.3, 2.5, and the following result of A. Robinson : for any ne Z>0 there exists m = m(n) e Z> " such that if A is a polynomial ideal of bounded type n, and/e V'A and degfiSn, then/"1 g A [9, p. 127]. The result for ideals with prime radical is an immediate consequence of A. Robinson's proof that "prime radical" is elementarily definable [10] . (Robinson's proof is based on van der Waerden's method [11 ; §31] for effectively decomposing a variety into its irreducible components.) The result for prime ideals is a consequence of the first two results or of W. Lambert's proof [6] that "prime" is elementarily definable (which in turn is based on Hermann's algebraic results).
2.7 Definition. Let X\ i el, be a family of algebraic sets defined over fields F' and embedded in affine or projective space and of bounded type. Let Ai be the ideal of Xi over F\ so that the A{ are of bounded type. Then the ultraproduct of the X' with respect to D is defined to be the algebraic set defined over F* by the ideal A*; it is denoted X* or, more explicitly, (X%.
Note that by 2.6 A* is a radical ideal so that it is in fact the ideal of an algebraic set. Also by 2.6, X* is irreducible if and only if X1 is irreducible for almost all /' (w.r.LD).
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[December (2) If Xs' is irreducible and contained in affine «-space, then X* is nonsingular o rank of \\8f/8Xk\\ =« -dim X* at every point of X* (where/ranges over a basis of the ideal A* of X*; k=\,..
.,n). The right-hand side of o can be seen to be a first-order predicate of the coefficients of the polynomials/e A*, and hence by the basic properties of ultraproducts and part (1), X* is nonsingular o rank of \8p/8Xk\\=n -dim X* at every point of Xi for almost all i (w.r.t.D), (where/* ranges over a basis of the ideal A* of X') o Xi is nonsingular a.e. (w.r.t.D). If X* is not irreducible, we can write A* as an intersection of prime ideals and use 2.6 and the above argument to prove the result. A family of "embedded" abstract F'-varieties Xi = [V); <¡>'jk] of bounded type is defined in the (by now) obvious way. The ultraproduct (w.r.t.D) of the X' is then defined to be the collection X* = Xf> = [ Vf ; Q>fk] where <i;* corresponds to the field map cpfk which is defined by the ultraproducts af (X), ß*(X) of the polynomials aj(X), ß\(X) which define cp^.
It may be checked that cpfk is an isomorphism if and only if the cp)k are isomorphisms for almost all /' (w.r.t.D). Hence q>% does correspond to a birational morphism. In order for X* to be an abstract variety we must confirm that the <J>ffc are consistent and coherent. Consistency is easy, using the basic properties of ultraproducts and 2.4. As for coherency, fix j and keJ and let Cjk (resp. Ckj) be the E\k is the kernel of the similarly defined homomorphism ß' (i.e. ß'(Xu) = x'u, ß*( Yv)=<p)k( Yv + Ak)). Now by choosing representatives of the coefficients of a set of generators of Ejk, define ideals B^F^X, Y] of bounded type such that (B)ic)d = E,k. If we prove that B)k = E]k on a set of D then we are done. Now ß(Ejk) = 0 implies ^(8*^=0 a.e. and so B)k^E)k a.e. Moreover Ejk and E)k, iel, are prime because they are the kernels of homomorphisms into fields and B\k is prime a.e. by 2.6. Finally dim £}fc = dim £/fc = dim E)k a.e. by 2.8. Therefore we must have Bijk = E)k a.e.
Remark. By a suitable choice of nonprincipal ultrafilter D in 3.2 we can conclude that the families {C]k \ iel} and {E]k \ ie 1} are of bounded type.
3.3. In §1 a family {X1} of projective varieties was defined to be of bounded type if the family {A^F^Xq, ..., Xn>]} of their homogeneous ideals was of bounded type. Now a projective variety has a canonical representation as an abstract variety (the affine components are the complements of the hypersurfaces X¡ = 0) ; and it is easy to see that {X{} is of bounded type in the sense of §1 if and only if the corresponding family of abstract varieties is of bounded type in the sense of §3. If X= [V¡; <S>Jk] (j, k eJ) is an "embedded" abstract F-variety and A, is the ideal of V}, we regard a (quasi-coherent) ideal J on X as a collection {/} of polynomial ideals l¡ such that AjZlj and the sheaves of ideals which the /, determine on the Vj agree on the "overlaps" Vj n Vk. The monoidal transformation of X over F with center J is then the (abstract) variety Y obtained by "patching" the monoidal transformations of the Vj over F with center /,; there is a canonical projection 7T : y -» X, defined over F. which is the center of tt0. Choose polynomial ideals If of bounded type such that (If)* = fj for all ye/. We assert that for almost all a (w.r.t.D) the ideals // determine a quasi-coherent sheaf of ideals on X". Let Ufk (resp. Ufa) be the open subset of Vf (resp. V£) where <b% (resp. Og,) is regular; then our assertion is that the sheaves on Vf and VI determined by // and 11 respectively, when restricted to Ufk and Ufa respectively correspond under <¡>fk. Let Ujk (resp. Ukj) be the open subset of Vf (resp. V£) where i>j* (resp. ®*;) is regular. We may choose polynomials fi,...,fieF*[Xy,... for each /= 1,..., r. Since JQ is an ideal, i//fk takes the ideal </, 1 -fi(X)X0} onto <4, 1 -g(( Y) y0>. Choosing polynomials/f,... ,fp, g\,..., gP over F" of bounded degree such that/ = (/")*, gi = (#f)*, we conclude (using 3.2) that Ijí-1 ( Vf),x = Ufk and Ui=i (VfDg'-Ufa, and there exist isomorphisms >/ipk taking </,, 1 -flp(X)X0}
onto <4, I -^ip( K) K0>; thus Jl = {If} is a quasi-coherent ideal on X% a.e. (w.r.t.D). Let ttpo : X\ -> Zg be the monoidal transformation of A'J with center J\. By 4.1 we can assume the X\ are "embedded" abstract Fp-varieties of bounded type such that (Xp)f,= Xy. We then repeat the procedure above for ./i = center of tti : X2 -> Xy and continue for t steps. We get a set T e D and for each peT, a sequence Trf: Af+i -► A?, such that the Xf are of bounded type and Xl = (X?)* for /=0,..., t; moreover by 2.8, Xf is nonsingular and (3) and (4) are satisfied for peT. Thus we have a contradiction of our original assumption (because Sc\T is infinite).
To prove the existence of the bounds t' and M' in the case of varieties defined over fields of characteristic zero, we argue by contradiction as before : let /= Z> 0 and for each ne I, suppose there is a Fn-variety Xn (Char F"=0) which cannot be resolved by a sequence of length S n of monoidal transformations of bounded type n. Letting D be a nonprincipal ultrafilter on /, take ultraproducts and argue as before. 4 .3 Proof of Theorem A. The existence of P0 is an immediate consequence of 4.2, 3.3, and 1.4 once we know that the existence of Af such that the X¡ are of bounded type M' as abstract F-varieties implies the existence of n' and d' such that the Xi are embeddable in projective n'-space as varieties of degree = a". But this
